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Introduction and statement of results

Interpolating sequences for the Nevanlinna class
Let L be a discrete sequence of points in the unit disk D: For a space of holomorphic functions X ; the interpolation problem consists in describing the trace of X on L; i.e. the set of restrictions X jL; regarded as a sequence space. One approach is to fix a target space l and look for conditions so that X jL ¼ l: An alternative approach, known as free interpolation, is to require that X jL be ideal, i.e. stable under multiplication by c N : See [Nik02, Section C.3.1, Vol. 2], in particular, Theorem C.3.1.4, for functional analytic motivations. This approach is natural for those spaces that are stable under multiplication by H N ; the space of bounded holomorphic functions on D: For Hardy and Bergman spaces both definitions turn out to be equivalent, with the usual choice of l as an c p space with an appropriate weight (see [ShHSh, Se93] ).
The situation changes for the non-Banach classes we have in mind, namely the We briefly discuss the known results. Naftalevicˇ [Na56] described the sequences L for which the trace NjL coincides with the sequence space l Na ¼ fða l Þ l : sup l ð1 À jljÞ log þ ja l joNg (we state the precise result after Proposition 1.12). The choice of l Na is motivated by the fact that sup z ð1 À jzjÞ log þ j f ðzÞjoN for f AN; and this growth is attained. Unfortunately, the growth condition imposed in l Na forces the sequences to be confined in a finite union of Stolz angles. Consequently a big class of Carleson sequences (i.e. sequences such that H N jL ¼ c N ), namely those containing a subsequence tending tangentially to the boundary, cannot be interpolating in the sense of Naftalevicˇ. This does not seem natural, for H N is in the multiplier space of N: In a sense, the target space l Na is ''too big''. Further comments on Naftalevicˇ's result can be found in [HaMa01] and below, after Proposition 1.12.
For the Smirnov class, Yanagihara [Ya74] proved that in order that N þ jL contains the space l Ya ¼ fða l Þ l : P l ð1 À jljÞ log þ ja l joNg; it is sufficient that L is a
Carleson sequence. However, there are Carleson sequences such that N þ jL does not embed into l Ya [Ya74, Theorem 3] : the target space l Ya is ''too small''.
We now turn to the definition of free interpolation.
Definition. A sequence space l is called ideal if c N lCl; i.e. whenever ða n Þ n Al and ðo n Þ n Ac N ; then also ðo n a n Þ n Al:
Definition. Let X be a space of holomorphic functions in D: A sequence LCD is called free interpolating for X if X jL is ideal. We denote LAInt X :
Remark 1.1. For any function algebra X containing the constants, X jL is ideal if and only if
The inclusion is obviously necessary. In order to see that it is sufficient notice that, by assumption, for any ðo l Þ l Ac N there exists gAX such that gðlÞ ¼ o l : Thus, if ð f ðlÞÞ l AX jL; the sequence of values ðo l f ðlÞÞ l can be interpolated by fgAX :
It is then clear that Int N þ CInt N: Free interpolation for these classes entails the existence of non-zero functions vanishing on all L except a given l 0 : Hence, the Blaschke condition P lAL ð1 À jljÞ oN is necessary and will be assumed throughout this paper.
Given the Blaschke product B ( Definition. We say that a Borel measurable function j defined on the unit disk admits a positive harmonic majorant if and only if there exists a positive harmonic function h on the unit disk such that hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD:
Our characterization of interpolating sequences for the Nevanlinna class is as follows. Note that the existence of a harmonic majorant occurs at two junctures: first, to decide which sequences of points are free interpolating, second, to identify the trace space that arises for those sequences which are indeed free interpolating. We will say that a harmonic function is quasi-bounded if and only if it admits an absolutely continuous boundary measure ( for the reasons for this terminology, see [He69, ). The analogous result for the Smirnov class will, as can be expected, involve quasi-bounded harmonic functions.
Let ds denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure in @D: Also, for a non-negative function j on the unit disk, let Mj denote the associated non-tangential maximal function (see (1.1) below).
The following statements are equivalent:
(a) L is a free interpolating sequence for the Smirnov class N þ : (b) The trace space is given by
(c) j L admits a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant.
where BðLÞ denotes the set of nonnegative sequences fc l g such that sup zA@D P lAL c l P l ðzÞp1: (e) (i) sup t40 tsðfzA@D : Mj L ðzÞXtgÞoN; and The classical Carleson condition characterizing interpolating sequences for bounded analytic functions in the unit disk is sup D j L oN; hence statements (c) in both results above can be viewed as Carleson-type conditions.
In view of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, it seems natural to ask whether the measure m such that j L pP½m can be obtained from L in a canonical way. We do not have an answer to this question, but with Propositions 1.12 and 1.13 it is easy to construct examples that discard natural candidates, such as the (weighted) sum of Dirac masses m ¼ P l ð1 À jljÞd l=jlj ; or Poisson balayage measures dn ¼ P l ð1 À jljÞP l ðzÞ dsðzÞ (see definition below).
Positive harmonic majorants
The conditions in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3(d) arise in the solution of a problem of independent interest:
Answers to this problem lead to rather precise theorems about the permissible decrease of the modulus of bounded holomorphic functions, e.g. Corollary 1.5 below. See [Hay,LySe97,PaTh, and also EiEs] for a survey of such results along with some new ones. The existence of harmonic majorants is relevant as well to the study of zero-sequences for Bergman and related spaces of holomorphic functions [Lu96] .
An answer to the problem of positive harmonic majorants can be given in dual terms (see [BNT] for another characterization). The Poisson balayage (or swept-out function) of a finite positive measure m in the closed unit disk is defined as The necessity of condition (b) is obvious (e.g. C ¼ hð0Þ), while the sufficiency follows from a convenient version of a classical result in convex analysis, known as MinkowskiFarkas Lemma. The characterization of interpolating sequences in the Nevanlinna class in dual terms given by condition (d) in Theorem 1.2 follows from this result.
This can be applied to study the decrease of a non-zero bounded analytic function in the disk along a given non-Blaschke sequence. for any sequence of non-negative numbers ðc g Þ gAG :
In a similar way, Theorem 1.3(d) and (e) are obtained as an application of the following analogue of Theorem 1.4 for quasi-bounded harmonic functions (i.e. for the Smirnov class). For the problem of harmonic majorants it is desirable to obtain criteria which, although only necessary or sufficient, are more geometric and easier to check than the duality conditions of Theorems 1.4 and 1.6.
Recall that the Stolz angle with vertex zA@D and aperture a is defined by
In our considerations the angle a is of no importance, so we will write GðzÞ for the generic Stolz angle with aperture a: Given a function f from D to R þ ; the nontangential maximal function is defined as
Mf ðzÞ :¼ sup As far as necessary conditions are concerned, there is a way to improve the previous result by using the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Given f X0; this is defined as We will give some examples in Proposition 7.4 that show that this is indeed stronger than the necessary condition given in the first part of Proposition 1.7, but still falls short of giving a sufficient condition for the existence of a harmonic majorant.
Geometric criteria for interpolation
We would like to obtain some geometric implications of the analytic conditions given in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. To begin with, we would like to state the maybe surprising result that separated Blaschke sequences (with respect to the hyperbolic distance) are interpolating for the Smirnov class (and hence the Nevanlinna class). Recall that a sequence L is called separated if dðLÞ :¼ inf lal 0 rðl; l 0 Þ40; where
is the pseudo-hyperbolic distance. For such sequences, the values log jB l ðlÞj À1 can always be majorized by the values at lAL of the Poisson integral of an integrable function (see Proposition 4.1), thus the following corollary is immediate from Theorem 1.3.
More precise conditions can be deduced from Propositions 1.7, 1.8 and (c) in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Corollary 1.10. Let L be a sequence in D: In some situations, the conditions above are indeed a characterization of interpolating sequences. For instance, the weak L 1 -condition characterizes interpolating sequences lying on a radius, while for sequences approaching the unit circle very tangentially the characterization is given by the strong L 1 -condition. This is collected in the next results. It should be mentioned that (b) can also be derived from Naftalevicˇ's result [Na56, Theorem 3]. On the other hand, his full characterization of the sequences such that NjL ¼ l Na can also be deduced from Theorem 1.2.
Corollary (Naftalevicˇ [Na56] ). NjL ¼ l Na if and only if L is contained in a finite union of Stolz angles and (1.4) holds.
Let us consider the other geometric extreme, sequences which in particular only approach the circle in a tangential fashion. Write Note that the condition that m L has bounded balayage implies in particular that L approaches the circle tangentially. In Section 8, we will see more concrete conditions of geometric separation which are sufficient to imply that m L has bounded balayage (Proposition 8.2).
When m L has bounded balayage, the trace space will embed into Yanagihara's target space. More precisely, the following result holds.
Proposition 1.14. The following are equivalent:
Yanagihara considered the sequences such that N þ jL*l Ya : These are automatically in Int N þ ; since for any Blaschke sequence l Ya *c N : Conversely, Lemma 8.1 (see Section 8) implies that l Ya Cl N þ ; thus if LAInt N þ ; then by Theorem 1.3(b) N þ jL*l Ya : Therefore Theorem 1.3 characterizes in particular the sequences studied by Yanagihara.
Altogether, free interpolation for the Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes can be described in terms of the intermediate target spaces l N and l N þ : Notice first that always N þ jLCl N þ and NjLCl N (this is proved at the beginning of Section 5). So, LAInt N þ if and only if N þ jL*l N þ ; and LAInt N if and only if NjL*l N :
The paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to collecting some basic results on functions in the Nevanlinna class. In Section 3, we prove the sufficiency for interpolation of the conditions (c) of Theorems 1.3 and 1.2. We essentially use a result by Garnett allowing interpolation by H N functions on sequences which are denser than Carleson sequences, under some decrease assumptions on the interpolated values. In Section 4, we study the necessity of these conditions. We first observe that in the product B l ðlÞ appearing in Theorem 1.2, only the factors b l ðl 0 Þ with l 0 close to l are relevant. Then we split the sequence into four pieces, thereby reducing the interpolation problem, in a way, to that on separated sequences. The trace space characterization will be discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, we consider measures with bounded balayage, show that they operate against positive harmonic functions and prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. In Section 7, we prove Proposition 1.8, and provide examples to show that the sufficient condition is not necessary, and the necessary condition not sufficient. Section 8 is devoted to the proofs of Corollary 1.11, Propositions 1.12-1.14, as well as the deduction of Naftalevicˇ's result from Theorem 1.2. Also, we give examples of measures with bounded balayage. In the final section, we exploit the reasoning of Section 3 to construct non-Carleson interpolating sequences for ''big'' Hardy-Orlicz classes.
Preliminaries
We next recall some standard facts about the structure of the Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes (general references are e.g. [Gar81, Nik02] or [RosRov] ).
A function f is called outer if it can be written in the form
where jCj ¼ 1; v40 a.e. on @D and log vAL 1 ð@DÞ: Such a function is the quotient f ¼ f 1 =f 2 of two bounded outer functions f 1 ; f 2 AH N with jj f i jj N p1; i ¼ 1; 2: In particular, the weight v is given by the boundary values of j f 1 =f 2 j: Setting w ¼ log v; we have
This formula allows us to freely switch between assertions about outer functions f and the associated measures w ds:
Another important family in this context are inner functions: IAH N such that jIj ¼ 1 almost everywhere on @D: Any inner function I can be factorized into a Blaschke product B L carrying the zeros L ¼ fl n g n of I; and a singular inner function S defined by
for some positive Borel measure m singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. According to the Riesz-Smirnov factorization, any function f AN þ is represented as
where f 1 ; f 2 are outer with jj f 1 jj N ; jj f 2 jj N p1; S is singular inner, B is a Blaschke product and jaj ¼ 1: Similarly, functions f AN are represented as
with f i outer, jj f i jj N p1; S i singular inner, B is a Blaschke product and jaj ¼ 1:
In view of the Riesz-Smirnov factorization described above, the essential difference between Nevanlinna and Smirnov functions is the extra singular factor appearing in the denominator in the Nevanlinna case. This is reflected in the corresponding result for free interpolation in N by the fact that j L is bounded by a harmonic function, not necessarily quasi-bounded.
From harmonic majorants to interpolation
For a given Blaschke sequence LCD set d l ¼ jB l ðlÞj: The key result to the proof of the sufficient condition is the following theorem by Garnett [Gar77] , that we cite for our purpose in a slightly weaker form (see also [Nik02] as a general source, in particular C.3.3.3(g) (Vol. 2) for more results of this kind).
Theorem. Let c : ½0; NÞ-½0; NÞ be a decreasing function such that
then there exists a function f AH N such that f jL ¼ a:
Observe that according to our former notation we have logðe=d l Þ ¼ 1 þ j L ðlÞ:
As we have already noted in Remark 1.1, in order to have free interpolation in the Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes, it is sufficient that c N CNjL and c N CN þ jL; respectively. Our aim will be to accommodate the decrease given in Garnett's result by an appropriate function in N or N þ : This is the crucial step in the proof given hereafter of the sufficiency of conditions (c) in both Theorems 1.3 and 1.2.
Proof of sufficiency of 1.3(c) and 1.2(c). The proof will be presented for the more difficult case of the Nevanlinna class. So, assume that hAHar þ ðDÞ majorizes j L : Then h is the Poisson integral of a positive measure m on the circle and the function
has positive real part in the disk. By Smirnov's theorem, g is an outer function in some H p ; po1; and therefore in N þ (see [Nik02] , in particular A.4.2.3 (Vol. 1)).
Also expðgÞ is in the Nevanlinna class. By assumption we have logð1=d l ÞpRe gðlÞ; lAL: Take now cðtÞ ¼ ð1 þ tÞ À2 ; which obviously satisfies the hypothesis of Garnett's theorem, and set H ¼ ð2 þ gÞ 2 ; which is still outer in N þ : We have the estimate
hence the sequence ðg l Þ l defined by
is bounded by 1: Since by hypothesis ðo l g l expðÀgðlÞÞ=d l Þ l is bounded, we can apply Garnett's result to interpolate the sequence
by a function f AH N : Now F ¼ fH expðgÞ is a function in N with F jL ¼ o: The proof for the Smirnov case is obtained by observing that if the measure m is absolutely continuous, then expðgÞ is in the Smirnov class and so is the interpolating function F : &
From interpolation to harmonic majorants
We first show that in order to construct the appropriate function estimating log jB l ðlÞj À1 we only need to consider the factors of B l given by points l 0 AL which are close to l: This is in accordance with the results for some related spaces of functions [HaMa01, Theorem 1], and it obviously implies Corollary 1.9. Observe that the hyperbolic diameter of each Whitney square Q n;k is bounded between two absolute constants. We split the sequence into four pieces: L ¼ S 4 i¼1 L i such that each piece L i lies in a union of dyadic squares that are uniformly separated from each other. More precisely, set
where the family Q ð1Þ is given by fQ 2n;2k g n;k ( for the remaining three sequences we respectively choose fQ 2n;2kþ1 g n;k ; fQ 2nþ1;2k g n;k and fQ 2nþ1;2kþ1 g n;k ). In order to avoid technical difficulties we count only those Q containing points of L (in case L-Q is empty there is nothing to prove). In what follows we will argue on one sequence, say L 1 : The arguments are the same for the other sequences. Our first observation is that, by construction, for Q; LAQ ð1Þ ; QaL; 
By the Riesz-Smirnov factorization we have
where T 2 is singular inner, h 1 is some function in H N and h 2 is outer in H N : Again, we can assume jjh i jj N p1; i ¼ 1; 2: Hence
Since h 2 T 2 does not vanish and is bounded above by 1, the function log jh 2 T 2 j is a negative harmonic function. By Harnack's inequality, there exists an absolute constant cX1 such that
This yields
for every l 0 AL 1 -Q k :
Let us now exploit Proposition 4.1. By construction, the sequence fl 
Construct in a similar way functions g i ; S i for the sequences L i ; i ¼ 2; 3; 4; and define the products g ¼ Q 4 i¼1 g i and S ¼ Q 4 i¼1 S i : Of course g is outer in H N ; and S is singular inner. So, whenever l 0 AL; there exists kAf1; 2; 3; 4g such that l 0 AL k ; and hence
ð4:5Þ Therefore, the positive harmonic function h ¼ Àlog jgSj satisfies hðlÞX À log jB l ðlÞj: The proof for N þ goes along the same lines, except that singular inner factors do not occur in (4.3), and so will not appear in (4.5) neither. &
The trace spaces
In this short section we prove the trace space characterization of free interpolation given in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
In order to see that (b) in each theorem implies free interpolation it suffices to observe that c N Cl N þ Cl N and use Remark 1.1. For the proof of the converse, we will only consider the situation in the Nevanlinna class, since the case of the Smirnov class is again obtained by removing the singular part of the measure and the singular inner factors.
Assume that ða l Þ l ANjL and that f AN is such that f ðlÞ ¼ a l ; lAL: Since f can be written as f ¼ f 1 =ðS 2 f 2 Þ; where f 1 AH N ; jj f 1 jj N p1; S 2 is singular inner with associated singular measure m S ; and f 2 AH N is an outer function with jj f 2 jj N p1; we can define the positive finite measure m ¼ logð1=j f 2 jÞ ds þ dm S which obviously satisfies P½mðlÞXlog þ ja l j; lAL:
Conversely, suppose that ða l Þ l is such that there is a positive finite measure m with P½mðlÞXlog þ ja l j: The Radon-Nikodym decomposition of m is given by dm ¼ w ds þ dm S ; where wAL 1 ð@DÞ is positive and m S is a positive finite singular measure. Conversely, since z/P z ðzÞ is a harmonic function for any fixed z; R D P z ðzÞ dmðzÞ is pointwise defined. Pick a sequence z n such that where the supremum on the right-hand side might a priori be infinite. Since the set E :¼ fhAHar þ ðDÞ : hð0Þ ¼ 1g is uniformly bounded on compact sets in D; a normal family argument shows that supf R D h dm : hAEgoN: Observe that the mapping z/P z ðz n Þ is in E for every z n ; nAN: Hence sup n R D P z ðz n Þ dmðzÞoN: This proves that m has bounded balayage, and the equalities between constants that we had announced. &
The next result is a refined version of Theorem 1.4 stated in the introduction.
Theorem 6.2. Let j be a non-negative Borel function on the unit disk. Then there exists a harmonic function h such that hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD if and only if
ð6:1Þ
Furthermore, M j ¼ inffhð0Þ : hAHarðDÞ; hXjg:
That (6.1) is necessary is clear from the above considerations. In order to prove that it is sufficient, we will reduce ourselves to a discrete version of it. We will use the dyadic squares introduced in (4.2). As in the previous section, choose a point z n;k in each square, say zðQ n;k Þ ¼ z n;k :¼ ð1 À 2 Àn Þ expð2pk2 Àn Þ:
Observe that by Harnack's inequality, there exists a universal constant K such that: if z; z 0 lie in the same Whitney square Q n;k (as defined in (4.2)), then K À1 P z 0 ðzÞpP z ðzÞpKP z 0 ðzÞ; for any zA@D:
Lemma 6.3. The function j satisfies condition (6.1) if and only if there exists a constant M j 0 such that for any sequence of non-negative coefficients fc n;k g such that sup zA@D X n;k c n;k P z n;k ðzÞp1; ð6:2Þ then X n;k c n;k sup
where C41 is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Pick z Ã n;k AQ n;k such that jðz Ã n;k ÞXðsup Q n;k jÞ=2 and define the measure m :¼ P n;k c n;k d z Ã n;k : Then, if fc n;k g satisfies (6.2),
dmðzÞ ¼ X n;k c n;k P z Ã n;k ðzÞpK X n;k c n;k P z n;k ðzÞpK:
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So if j satisfies (6.1), X n;k c n;k sup Q n;k jp2 X n;k c n;k jðz
The converse direction is easier, and left to the reader (it also follows from the proof of the theorem, below). &
We now need a classical result in convex analysis. Recall that the convex hull of a subset ACR d is defined as
If we write R þ A :¼ flx : lX0; xAAg; then the conical convex hull of A is defined as
When A is a finite set, the conical convex hull is equal to its closure: ConeðAÞ ¼ ConeðAÞ ( for this and other facts, see [HULL] ). The key fact for us will be the generalized form of the Minkowski-Farkas Lemma (see [ Then X þ corresponds to the X in Theorem 6.4, from which we see that (a) implies that there exist a j X0; b i X0; 1pjpN; 1pipd; such that
When applied to each coordinate, this yields 1 ¼ P N j¼1 a j and
The converse implication is immediate. & Proof of Theorem 6.2. Suppose that j satisfies (6.1). For each non-negative integer m; we define a j :¼ ðP z n;k ðexpðij2 Àm 2pÞÞÞ 0pnpm 0pkp2 n À1
for 0pjp2 m À 1;
X 0pnpm 0pkp2 n À1 c n;k P z n;k ðexpðij Á 2 Àm 2pÞÞp1; for 1pjp2 m À 1
Obviously, X þ is not empty: for instance c 0;0 ¼ 1 and c n;k ¼ 0 for nX1 gives a point in X þ : We claim that any fc n;k gAX þ will satisfy (6.2) up to a constant. Indeed, for any yA½0; 2pÞ; there is an index jo2 m so that j Á 2 Àm 2ppyoð j þ 1Þ Á 2 Àm 2p; therefore by Harnack's inequality, for any z such that jzjp1 À 2 Àm ; P z ðe iy Þ ¼ P z expðið jÁ2 Àm 2pÀyÞÞ ðexpðij Á 2 Àm 2pÞÞpKP z ðexpðij Á 2 Àm 2pÞÞ:
Therefore fK À1 c n;k g satisfies (6.2), and by Lemma 6.3 and the hypothesis, j satisfies (6.3) with constant KM where n m is the discrete measure on the circle given by the following combination of Dirac masses:
Since the mass of n m is uniformly bounded by KM j 0 ; we can take a weak Ã limit n of this sequence of measures, so that for any ðn; kÞ;
where h :¼ P½n: Harnack's inequality now implies that there is an absolute constant C 1 such that C 1 hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD: This proves the theorem, with the inequality inffhð0Þ : hAHarðDÞ; hXjgpC 1 KM j 0 pCC 1 KM j :
The constants C; K and C 1 only depend on the discretization we have chosen. Picking a discretization with smaller ''squares'', we may make all three constants as close to 1 as we wish. & Now we can prove Corollary 1.5.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Given a non-Blaschke sequence L; arguing as in [NPT] one can show that there exists a function f AH N ðDÞ in the unit disk with j f ðlÞjoe l for any lAL if and only if L is the union of a Blaschke sequence and a sequence G for which there exists a positive harmonic function h in the unit disk with hðgÞ4 À log e g for all gAG: Then the result follows from Theorem 1.4. & We finish this section with the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. ðaÞ ) ðdÞ: Part (i) holds whenever j admits a harmonic majorant, be it quasi-bounded or not (see Proposition 1.7), while (ii) follows from the dominated convergence theorem. Since m n AB; their Carleson norms are uniformly bounded by some C 0 40: We apply the direct part of [Gar81, Lemma I.5.5, p. 32] to j; the lemma is stated for harmonic functions, but harmonicity plays no role in the proof of the direct part. We obtain
by (d)(i). So the sequence ðBð * m n ÞÞ n tends to 0 in L 1 ð@DÞ and subsequence must tend to 0 almost everywhere, and applying (d)(ii) to that subsequence, we find a contradiction with (6.4).
ðcÞ ) ðbÞ:
We define a function c on R þ by cðtÞ ¼ c n ðtÞ ¼ a n t þ b n for tA½n; n þ 1; where ða n Þ is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity, to be determined later, and ðb n Þ is given recursively by b 0 ¼ 0 and c n ðn þ 1Þ ¼ c nþ1 ðn þ 1Þ: Observe that each c n is defined on the whole real line (they give supporting hyperplanes for the polygonal convex graph of c). We shall also use u þ ¼ maxðu; 0Þ for uAR:
We prove that c3j admits a harmonic majorant using Theorem 1.4. Let j n ¼ jw fjXng and e n :¼ sup mAB ð R D j n dmÞ:
c n 3j n ðzÞ dmðzÞ Since lim n e n ¼ 0; we can choose an increasing sequence ða n Þ such that lim n a n ¼ N; but P nX1 ða n À a nÀ1 Þe n oN; and we are done. ðbÞ ) ðaÞ: First notice that c can be replaced by a function * cpc with the same properties as c and the additional explicit description: * cðtÞ ¼ * c n ðtÞ ¼ a n t þ b n Xa n 0 t for tA½g n ; g nþ1 ;
where a n Xa 0 n 40 for nX1; g 0 ¼ 0 and ðg n Þ nX1 is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity fast enough so that P nX1 1=a 0 n oN: Define j n :¼ jw fg n pjog nþ1 g ; thus * c3j ¼ P n * c n 3j n : The following Lemma is due to Alexander Borichev.
Lemma 6.6. There exists an absolute constant C40 such that whenever jX0 is bounded and jph for some hAHar þ ðDÞ; then there existshAHar þ ðDÞ quasi-bounded such that jph and Z @Dh ðzÞ dsðzÞ ¼hð0ÞpChð0Þ:
In order to prove (a) let h 0 be a harmonic majorant of c3j: Each j n is then bounded and majorized by h 0 =a 0 n ; hence by applying the previous lemma we findh n quasi-bounded such that j n ph n andh n ð0ÞpCh 0 ð0Þ=a n 0 : The seriesh :¼ Ph Let E 0 ¼ |: For any nX1; let E n be the union of the dyadic intervals I n;k C@D\ S lon E l such that mðI n;k Þ4MsðI n;k Þ:
Note that E n cannot contain two contiguous intervals such that I n;k ,I n;kþ1 ¼ I nÀ1;k 0 ; because then I nÀ1;k 0 C S lon E l ; a contradiction. Therefore, if I n;k CE n ; then mðI n;k ÞpmðI nÀ1;k 0 ÞpMsðI nÀ1;k 0 Þ ¼ 2MsðI n;k Þo2mðI n;k Þ:
For any interval I; letĨ be the interval of same center and triple length, and letẼ :¼ SĨ ; where the union is taken over all the dyadic intervals included
where C 2 40 is to be chosen. This measure is absolutely continuous with respect to arc length. The function we are looking for ish :¼ P½ * m: Indeed, let zAD and suppose that there exist a dyadic interval ICE; maximal among the dyadic intervals contained in E; such that ZĨ P z ðzÞ dsðzÞX 1 C 2 : ð6:5Þ
Then clearlyhðzÞXMXjðzÞ: We claim that if z is such that (6.5) does not hold for any maximal dyadic interval ICE; thenhðzÞXhðzÞ; which will finish the proof.
Under that assumption, since the level sets of the Poisson integral in (6.5) are arcs of circles connecting the extremities ofĨ; where they make a fixed angle with @D depending on C 2 ; we must have jz À zjXc 3 sðIÞ for any zAI and any maximal dyadic subinterval I of E; so that all the values P z ðzÞ for zAI are comparable, say to the value at its center z I : Therefore for any such I; Z Since c 3 is an increasing function of C 2 ; and therefore c 4 41 a decreasing function of C 2 ; we may choose a value of C 2 41 large enough so that C 2 X2c 2 4 ; and therefore, since E is the union of its maximal dyadic subintervals, ZẼ P z ðzÞ d * mðzÞX
By construction, R @D\E P z ðzÞ d * mðzÞX R @D\E P z ðzÞ dmðzÞ; and we are done. &
Weaker conditions for the existence of harmonic majorants
In this section, we state first a sufficient condition implied by a result of Borichev on a similar problem. On the other hand, we also prove the necessary condition of Proposition 1.8 and show that it is not sufficient. Theorem 1.7 (Borichev et al. [BNT] ). Given a collection of non-negative data fj n;k gCR þ ; there exists a finite positive measure n on @D such that nðI n;k Þ sðI n;k Þ Xj n;k if and only if S ¼: sup X ðn;kÞAA j n;k sðI n;k Þ : fI n;k g ðn;kÞAA is a disjoint family This is an analogue of the discretized version of Theorem 1.2(d), (as in Lemma 6.3) obtained by considering only measures of type m A :¼ P ðn;kÞAA sðI n;k Þd z n;k ; and by replacing the Poisson kernel P z by the ''square'' kernels
Here I z denote the intervals defined in (1.2) and w E stands again for the characteristic function of E:
The similarity of Theorem 1.2 with this result leads us to an: Open Question. Is condition (d) in Theorem 1.2 still sufficient if we restrict it to fc l g such that for any lAL; c l ¼ 0 or ð1 À jljÞ?
Theorem 7.1 together with the estimate K z tP z provide a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for domination by true harmonic functions, which is clearly less restrictive than requiring that MjAL 1 ð@DÞ; but easier to check in concrete examples than the characterizing condition of Theorem 1.4. Corollary 7.2. Any positive function j such that j n;k :¼ sup Q n;k j satisfies (7.1) admits a harmonic majorant. On the other hand, the positive harmonic function z/P z ð1Þ does not satisfy (7.1) for certain choices of A:
Proof. It is well known and easy to see that there exists a constant c such that P z XcK I n;k for any zAQ n;k (the constant c depends on the aperture a of the Stolz angle). Therefore, for any zAQ n;k P½nðzÞXc Z @D K I n;k ðzÞ dnðzÞXc nðI n;k Þ sðI n;k Þ Xcj n;k ¼ c sup
which proves that P½ð1=cÞn is the harmonic majorant we are looking for. To see that the condition is not necessary, consider any ACfðn; 1Þ : nANg: Then the intervals I n;1 are all disjoint; however, P z n;1 ð1ÞC2 n CsðI n;1 Þ À1 ; so that condition (7.1) will fail (the sum is comparable to #A). &
In the same way as in Corollaries 1.11, 7.2 and Proposition 1.8 imply the following result. For Q ¼ Q n;k ; write IðQÞ ¼ I n;k (the radial projection of the square to an arc of the circle). where the supremum is taken over all A 0 CA such that fIðQÞ; QAA 0 g is a disjoint family, then L is interpolating for the Nevanlinna class.
We move next to the proof of the necessary condition in terms of the HardyLittlewood maximal function.
Proof of Proposition 1.8. (a) The problem can be localized, so we may work on the upper half plane, C þ :¼ fx þ iy : y40g; with I xþiy :¼ ðx À y; x þ yÞ; restricting ourselves to positive harmonic functions which are Poisson integrals of positive measures with finite mass. Here the Poisson kernel is given by
For convenience we shall write here jEj for the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set ECR: Also, we only need to look at boundary points in a fixed bounded interval, say À1pxp1: For any t40; let E t :¼ fsA½À1; 1 : j H ðsÞ4tg: For any sAE t ; there exists z ¼ zðsÞ and J ¼ JðsÞ*I z such that jðzÞ Z J w I z 4tjJj; i:e: jðzÞjI z j4tjJj: ð7:2Þ By Vitali's covering lemma, there exist an absolute constant c 1 Að0; 1Þ and a disjoint family of intervals J j :¼ Jðs j Þ; 1pjpN; such that P j jJ j jXc 1 jE t j: Write z j :¼ zðs j Þ ¼: x j þ iy j : Note that since the point z j is contained in the ''tent'' over I z j (therefore in the tent over J j ) the points z j are separated in the hyperbolic metric. Now define new points z j 0 in the following way: let y j 0 :¼ jJ j j=2 ¼ y j jJ j j=jI z j jXy j and z j 0 :¼ x j þ iy j 0 : Note that jJ j -I z 0 j jXjJ j j=2:
We claim that hðz j 0 ÞXt; where h is a harmonic majorant of j: Indeed, writing h ¼ P½m;
and, by (7.2), hðz j ÞXjðz j Þ4tjJ j j=jI z j j ¼ ty Proof. The proof rests on the following family of examples. Note that it is easy to turn those examples into examples of sequences which are (or are not) interpolating for the Nevanlinna class. Again we will work on C þ : Our functions j will vanish everywhere on the upper half plane, except on the sequence l k :¼ x k þ iy k ; where x k ¼ k Àa and y k ¼ k Àb : To ensure that y k pðx kþ1 À x k Þ 2 we take bX2ða þ 1Þ: With this choice, it can be deduced from Proposition 8.2 (or the remark before Lemma 8.4), that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a harmonic majorant is that MjAL 1 ; that is, X k jðl k Þy k oN: ð7:3Þ
We note that w
Henceforth we only study data fj k g :¼ fjðl k Þg which are increasing sequences of positive numbers tending to infinity. We also assume that fðj k y k þ j kþ1 y kþ1 Þ=ðx k À x kþ1 Þg k forms an increasing sequence. Let k 0 ðtÞ :¼ minfk : toj k g: The necessary condition arising from the fact that MjAL This condition will be assumed for both examples. Now, for kXk 0 ðtÞ; define J k :¼ fx : Therefore, Eq. (7.5) becomes
and this choice of j does satisfy the necessary condition given in Proposition 1.8.
To prove the second statement in the Lemma, choose e k :¼ 1: With similar but easier calculations one sees that k 0 ðtÞCt 1=ðbÀ1Þ and k 1 ðtÞCt 1=a : Therefore (7.5) becomes
so the weak L 1 condition fails for j H ; even though j satisfies the necessary condition in Proposition 1.7. & 
so that log jB l ðlÞj À1 behaves asymptotically like log jB
Also, we can assume that the sequence is radial (this means that we replace the initial sequence by one which is in a uniform pseudo-hyperbolic neighborhood of the initial one; by Harnack's inequality such a perturbation does not change substantially the behavior of positive harmonic functions). According to Corollary 1.11 it is enough to prove the sufficiency of the conditions. Let us first show that condition (1.3) implies interpolation in N þ : In order to construct a function wAL 1 ð@DÞ meeting the requirement of Theorem 1.3(c) assume that L ¼ fl n g n C½0; 1Þ is arranged in increasing order and set * e n ¼ ð1 À jl n jÞ log jB l n ðl n Þj À1 : Clearly there exists a decreasing sequence ðe n Þ n with * e n pe n ; nAN; and lim n e n ¼ 0: Now, if I n ¼ I l n ; set J n ¼ I n \I nþ1 ; b n ¼ e n À e nþ1 ; and wðzÞ ¼ X n b n sðJ n Þ w J n ðzÞ; zA@D:
Then wAL 1 ð@DÞ; and
This and Theorem 1.3 prove the assertion. The proof for the Nevanlinna class is even simpler. Set dm s ¼ d 1 ; the Dirac mass on 1A@D: From (1.4) we get log jB l n ðl n Þj À1 t 1 1 À jl n j tP½m s ðl n Þ and we finish by applying Theorem 1.2. &
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Proof of Proposition 1.13. By Corollary 1.11(c), we already know that (1.5) is a sufficient condition for L to be interpolating for N þ : Conversely, suppose that L is interpolating for N; that is, j L admits a harmonic majorant. Since m L has bounded balayage, then R D j L dm L oN; which is exactly (1.5). & Proof of Proposition 1.14. It is obvious that (a) implies (b). If we assume (c), m L will act against any positive harmonic function. Suppose F AN: As seen in Section 5, there exists a positive harmonic function h so that log þ jF jph: Thus, taking m l as in (1.6),
Finally, to prove that (b) implies (c), suppose that (c) does not hold, i.e.
Taking an outer function F AN þ with log jF j ¼ P½ f we see that There exist constants a and C a such that mðI a z Þ4C a for any z such that hðzÞXð1 À jzjÞ À1 :
If Using the distribution function mðO t ðyÞÞ and the fact that the measure m is bounded, we get the following estimate for the balaye´e of m:
We will now compare measures satisfying the condition in Lemma 8.3, measures with bounded balayage and Carleson measures. Each set is included in the next, and the examples will show that both inclusions are strict. Example 1. Let a ¼ fa n g be a sequence of non-negative reals. Let m a be the measure concentrated on the circles centered at the origin of radius 1 À 2
Àn given in dual terms by
One can check that m a is a Carleson measure if and only if it has bounded balayage and this happens if and only if P n a n oN: Also m a satisfies the condition in Lemma 8.3 if and only if P In particular, if we take a k ¼ k Àg ; with 1ogp2; m m is a measure with bounded balayage but it does not satisfy the condition in Lemma 8.3; if we take mðxÞ ¼ 1; m m is a Carleson measure, but it does not have bounded balayage.
In view of Proposition 1.13, among other things, it is interesting to understand for which separated sequences L the corresponding measure m L has bounded balayage. It is easy to see that this is the case when jl=jlj À l 0 =jl 0 jjXð1 À jljÞ 1=2 ; l 0 al; but more is true. On the other hand, we can see that for the above lemma to hold, we must have g À1 ðtÞbt: More precisely, take the sequence in the upper half-plane given by
Then, Re l k À Re l kþ1 Ce Àk ; so the sequence fl k g k verifies the separation condition in Lemma 8.4 with g À1 ðxÞCxðlog 1
x Þ 1=2 ; but
Proof of Lemma 8.4. Let yA½0; 2pÞ: By hypothesis, there is at most one lAL such that yAJ l :¼ ðArgðlÞ À According to condition (c) in Theorem 1.2 one deduces that LAInt N if and only if the last sum converges. Furthermore, when this is the case, the function h can always be taken quasi-bounded (see Lemma 8.1), so that interpolation can actually be performed in the Smirnov class. &
Hardy-Orlicz classes
Let f : R-½0; NÞ be a convex, non-decreasing function satisfying (i) lim t-N fðtÞ=t ¼ N (ii) D 2 -condition: fðt þ 2ÞpMfðtÞ þ K; tXt 0 for some constants M; KX0 and t 0 AR:
The reasoning carried out in Section 3 leads to an interpolating function of the form fH expðgÞ; with f AH N ; and H ¼ ð2 þ gÞ 2 outer in H p for all po1 (note that the measure m defining g here is absolutely continuous, in fact m ¼ w ds). Also, H p CH f for any p40 by our conditions on f: By construction, R fðlog jexp gjÞ ¼ R f3woN so that expðgÞAH f : Since H f is an algebra, we deduce that fH expðgÞAH f : & Example 9.2. We give an example of an interpolating sequence for H f which is not Carleson, thus justifying our claim that there is a breakpoint between Hardy-Orlicz spaces verifying the V 2 -condition and those that do not.
Consider the functions f p and let L 0 ¼ fl n g n CD be a Carleson sequence verifying I n -I k ¼ |; nak; where I n ¼ I l n are the arcs defined in (1.2). Since P n ð1 À jl n jÞoN; there exists a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers ðg n Þ n such that P n ð1 À jl n jÞg n oN and lim n-N g n ¼ N: Setting
n w I n ;
we obtain R f p 3w ¼ P n ð1 À jl n jÞg n oN and wAL 1 ð@DÞ since p41: Associate with L 0 a second Carleson sequence L 1 ¼ fl n 0 g n such that the pseudo-hyperbolic distance between corresponding points satisfies jb l n 0 ðl n Þj ¼ e Àg 1=p n : Since g n -N the elements of the sequence L ¼ L 0 ,L 1 are arbitrarily close and L cannot be a Carleson sequence. By construction, log jB l ðlÞj À1 pP½wðlÞ (as before, we may possibly have to multiply u with some constant c to have that condition also in the points l n 0 ; but this operation conserves the integrability condition), and therefore LAInt H f :
